
FROM 
ASSEMBLYMEMBER 
PEDRO NAVA 

April 19, 2010 

Dear Friend 

First let me thank you for your support and encouragement as your Assemblymember. Elected in 
2004, I have worked hard to represent your interests. In spite of the challenges, it has been a 
rewarding and fulfilling experience. I am proud of my record on reproductive and civil rights, 
environmental protection, education, and consumer protection. Because of term limits, I will be 
leaving the Assembly at the end of 2010. 

Working in Sacramento is difficult. California is the seventh largest economy in the world and 
decisions have real consequences. Your representatives have to be strong enough to sometimes say 
no to the special interests, sometimes even to their friends, make difficult choices, be consistent 
and keep their word. 

I have witnessed that strength of character in Susan Jordan. She has the ability, experience, 
maturity, tenacity, and integrity to speak for, and fight for the residents of the 35th Assembly 

Susan has a lifetime of experience as a business owner, parent, community organizer, social worker 
and environmental activist. She is just what we need and has the seasoned and proven ability to 
take on special interests and win for our community. 

Susan needs your help. First of all she needs your pledge of support and your vote. I have seen the 
polling numbers, and Susan can win in June, and most importantly Susan Jordan can win in 
November. 

To be successful, Susan needs your financial help today. Your contribution of $1,000, $500, $250, or 
any amount you can afford is vital to the future of the Central Coast. 
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District. 

Sincerely, 

http://www.jordan4assembly.com

